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Abstract
Processes for high-level nets N are often defined as processes of the low-level net
Flat(N) which is obtained from N via the well-known flattening construction. This low-
level notion of processes for high-level nets, however, is not really adequate, because the
high-level structure is completely lost. For this reason we have introduced in a previous
paper a new notion of high-level net processes for high-level nets which captures the high-
level structure. The key notion is a high-level occurrence net K, which generalizes the
well-known notion of occurrence nets from low-level to high-level nets. In contrast to the
low-level case we consider high-level occurrence nets together with a set of initial markings
of the input places. In this paper we show under which conditions the behavior of low-level
occurrence nets and processes can be generalized to the high-level case. A key notion is
the instantiation L of a high-level occurrence net K, where L is a low-level subnet of the
flattening Flat(K) with isomorphic net structures of L and K. One of our main results
characterizes under which conditions a high-level occurrence net - and hence a high-level
net process - has unique and nonoverlapping instantiations and can be represented by the
union of all its instantiations.
1 Introduction
High-level nets are one of the most important examples of integrated data type and
process modeling techniques for concurrent and distributed systems (see [4,8]). For
low-level Petri nets the notion of nondeterministic and deterministic processes is an
essential concept to capture their non-sequential truly concurrent behavior. Espe-
cially in the case of elementary net systems and safe place/transition nets this has
been worked out in a fully satisfactory way by Rozenberg, Winskel, Nielsen, Goltz,
Reisig, Degano, Meseguer, Montanari and other authors [10,7,12,14,15,2,6,9] lead-
ing to different notions of deterministic and nondeterministic processes and to a
truly concurrent semantics of Petri nets in terms of prime algebraic domains and
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event structures. The situation is already slightly more difficult in the case of non-
safe place/transition nets. In order to capture a satisfactory notion of causality and
conflict in the case of multiple tokens on one place, the dichotomy between the
”individual token” and ”collective token” views has been developed in the liter-
ature and coined as such by van Glabbeck and Plotkin in [13]. On the basis of
the individual token interpretation Meseguer, Montanari and Sassone [9] have ex-
tended Winskel’s adjunction between safe Petri nets and prime event structures to
general place/transition nets. Since the flattening of high-level nets in general leads
to non-safe place/transition nets, processes for general place/transition nets are a
prerequisite to study the concurrent behavior of a high-level net N via the flatten-
ing Flat(N) using the corresponding semantics and techniques of low-level nets.
Especially, this allows to define processes of a high-level net N as low-level pro-
cesses of the flattening Flat(N) of N . This view of processes of high-level nets or
an equivalent presentation has been mainly considered in the literature up to now.
1.1 Main Idea of High-Level Net Processes
In our paper [5] we have claimed, however, that a more adequate view of processes
for high-level nets should capture the distinction between the data processing and
the concurrency aspect of processes in the sense of basic procedures for concurrent
and distributed systems in software engineering and communication technology.
For this purpose we have proposed a notion of high-level process for high-level
nets which is defined independently of flattening.
The essential idea is to generalize the concept of occurrence net from the low-
level to the high-level case. This means that the net structure of a high-level oc-
currence net has similar properties like a low-level occurrence net, like i.e. unitar-
ity, conflict freeness, and acyclicity. But we drop the idea that an occurrence net
captures essentially one concurrent computation. Instead, a high-level occurrence
net and a high-level process are intended to capture a set of different concurrent
computations corresponding to different input parameters of the process. This is in
some sense analogous to procedures in programming languages, where a procedure
works on a set of input parameters: Each instantiation or call of the procedure with
suitable input parameters leads to a run of the procedure and hence to one specific
computation. In fact, high-level processes can be considered to have a set of initial
markings for the input places of the corresponding occurrence net, whereas there is
only one implicit initial marking of the input places for low-level occurrence nets.
In our paper [5] we have defined high-level processes (AHL-processes) for al-
gebraic high-level nets (AHL-nets) and the flattening of AHL-nets as well as AHL-
processes already. It is important to note that the flattening of an AHL-process is
in general not a low-level process. This effect is due to so called ”assignment con-
flicts”, which can occur in AHL-occurrence nets. The main technical result in [5]
presents a syntactical characterization of assignment conflicts.
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1.2 Informal Introduction to the Behavior and Instantiation of High-Level Net
Processes
The main aim of this paper is to study the behavior and instantiations of high-level
net processes. For finite (deterministic) low-level processes the following behavior
is well-known or at least folklore: Given the initial marking consisting of all input
places of an occurrence net, there is at least one complete firing sequence, where
each transition fires exactly once and the final marking consists exactly of all output
places. Moreover, the occurrence net is concurrently enabled. This means that for
each total order of the transitions which is compatible with the causal order of the
occurrence net, there is exactly one such complete firing sequence. In addition, also
each place of the occurrence net is visited by each complete firing sequence exactly
once and each incomplete firing sequence can be extended to a complete firing
sequence (deadlock-freeness). Similar properties are valid for infinite occurrence
nets and processes, provided that the set of transitions is countably infinite. Of
course, such infinite complete firing sequence do not have a final marking which
is equal to all output places, but the output places are approximated by the infinite
sequence of markings.
The main challenge for this paper was to find out which properties for the be-
havior of low-level occurrence nets are still valid in the high-level case, or can be
obtained under suitable additional assumptions.
First of all there is no canonical initial marking for AHL-occurrence nets, be-
cause in general there are different meaningful markings of the input places. For
this reason we study marked AHL-occurrence nets (K; INIT ), where K is an
AHL-occurrence net and INIT is a set of markings of the input places of K . We
say that K is enabled for init 2 INIT if there is a complete firing sequence
s : init

! , where completeness means that each transition in K is fired exactly
once. In fact, it is an important problem to analyse under which conditions K is
enabled for some init 2 INIT , similar to the problem whether a procedure is
well-defined for given input data.
As a first main result we are able to show that K is enabled for init 2 INIT if
and only if there is an instantiation L of (K; init). An instantiation L of (K; init)
is a low-level occurrence net L  Flat(K) where the net structures of L and K are
equal and init is the set of all input places of L. In general, there may be none, one
or several instantiations L for (K; init), but we are able to give sufficient conditions
for existence and uniqueness.
The second main result shows which properties for the behavior of low-level
occurrence nets are still valid in the high-level case, provided that (K; init) is at
least enabled. In fact we are able to show in this case that (K; init) is concurrently
enabled, each complete firing sequence s : init !  visits each place and each
transition of K exactly once, and terminates for finite K with a final marking on the
output places of K , while for countably infinite K the final marking of the output
places is approximated. But in general the final marking is not uniquely defined
for each init 2 INIT and we may have deadlocks. These problems, however,
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can be avoided if the AHL-occurrence net K has functional assignments, i.e. even
for different consistent assignments the data on the output places of a transition
are functional dependent on the data of the input places. Moreover, we can ensure
that (K; init) is enabled and deadlock-free if K has full assignments, i.e. for each
choice of data on the input places of a transition there is at least one consistent
assignment matching this choice of data.These behavior concepts and results are
presented in our third main result.
In our last main result we analyse the relationship between the flatteningFlat(K)
of an AHL-occurrence net and all the instantiations L of (K; init) for init 2
INIT . In general Flat(K) may contain places and transitions which do not belong
to an instantiation. But if (K; INIT ) is flat-reachable, i.e. each item of Flat(K)
is visited by at least one complete firing sequence s : init !  with init 2 INIT ,
then Flat(K) can be represented by the union of all instantiations of (K; INIT )
and vice versa. In general, however, different instantiations are not disjoint, but
overlap with each other. The last main result characterizes under which conditions
Flat(K) can be represented as disjoint union of all instantiations of (K; INIT ),
where for each init 2 INIT there is a unique instantiation L(init) for (K; init).
We show that these conditions are satisfied for the AHL-occurrence net of a high-
level process for the dining philosophers. On the other hand, there are also mean-
ingful cases of high-level processes, where the corresponding AHL-occurrence net
K has assignment conflicts and Flat(K) is not the union of all instantiations of
(K; INIT ).
1.3 Organization of the Paper
After the informal introduction above the main idea of this paper is to present some
illustrating examples in section 2 and an overview of the main results in section
3. Finally in our conclusion we briefly discuss the extension of these ideas to
other graph and net based specification techniques. Because of space limitations
the presentation of concepts and results in this paper is not given in full technical
detail. The full technical details of concepts and results as well as the proofs can
be found together with several other results in our technical report [3]. We use the
terminology of algebreic high-level nets, short AHL-nets, as introduced in [11] and
[5]. But we explain the essential notions again in this paper in order to make the
paper self-contained.
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2 Illustrating Examples
In this section we give two illustrating examples for high-level net processes. In the
first example we review the AHL-process COURSE
1
for the AHL-netDIPHI of
dining philosophers, which was presented already in [5], and present also another
AHL-processCOURSE
2
with true concurrency. Both net processes have very nice
properties. For each of their initial markings they correspond exactly to a low-level
process of the well-known low-level net version of the dining philosophers, which
can be obtained by flattening of the AHL-net DIPHI . In fact, for the case of
n philosophers the flattening Flat(COURSE
1
) of the AHL-process COURSE
1
consists exactly of n low-level processes, which are exactly the instantiations of the
AHL-process for each of its initial markings.
In the second example we present a simple AHL-net INCREASE which mod-
els the increase of grades. The AHL-process DOUBLE INCREASE of net
INCREASE models the requirement that the grades are increased exactly twice.
This net process with four initial markings, corresponding to grades 0,1,2,3, has
quite different properties. It is only enabled for the initial marking 0 and 1, but
not for 2 and 3. Moreover it has three different instantiations for initial marking 0,
exactly one instantiation for marking 1 and no instantiations for 2 and 3. Moreover,
it has deadlocks for all initial markings.
In section 3 we give an overview of some main results, where the conditions
and results will be motivated by our examples in this section.
Example 2.1 Dining Philosophers
In analogy to [11] the AHL-netDIPHI for dining philosophers (with n philoso-
phers) is given in Figure 1 together with the algebraic specification
diphi = sorts : philo; fork
opns : p
1
; : : : ; p
n
:! philo
f
1
; : : : ; f
n
:! fork
ls : philo ! fork
rs : philo! fork
eqns : ls(p
1
) = f
n
ls(p
i
) = f
(i 1)
(i = 2 : : : n)
rs(p
i
) = f
i
(i = 1 : : : n);
additional variablesX = fx : philo; y; z : forkg; type(THINK) = type(EAT ) =
philo; type(FORK) = fork and initial diphi-algebraAwithA
philo
= fP
1
; : : : ; P
n
g
and A
fork
= fF
1
; : : : ; F
n
g. The usual initial marking for the dining philosophers is
to have all philosophers P
1
: : : P
n
on place THINK and all forks F
1
: : : F
n
on place
FORK, i.e.
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init =
n
X
i=1
(P
i
; THINK)
n
X
i=1
(F
i
; FORK):
TAKE
ls(x)=y
rs(x)=z
THINK
EAT
FORK
PUT
ls(x)      rs(x)y     z
x
x x
x
DIPHI
Fig. 1. AHL Net for Dining Philosophers
The AHL-net COURSE
1
in Figure 2 with the same data type part as that
of DIPHI above is an AHL-occurrence net and leads to an AHL-process p
1
:
COURSE
1
! DIPHI in the sense of [5], where F 0
1
; F
0
2
; F
00
1
; F
00
2
are mapped to
FORK;T
0 and T 00 to THINK and E to EAT in DIPHI .
F1
F2
’’ T’’
’’
rs(x)
ls(x) x
x
x
y z x
1COURSE
F1’
F2’ T’
E
PUT
TAKE
ls(x)=y
rs(x)=z
Fig. 2. AHL-process with AHL-occurrence net COURSE
1
of AHL-netDIPHI
The flattening Flat(DIPHI) of the AHL-net DIPHI is given in Figure 3,
where the places (a; p) are all pairs with p 2 P
DIPHI
and a 2 A
type(p)
. The
transitions (t; asg) are pairs with t 2 T
DIPHI
and asg a consistent assignment for
t. The AHL-process p
1
: COURSE
1
! DIPHI has the flattening
Flat(p
1
) : Flat(COURSE
1
)! Flat(DIPHI)
where Flat(COURSE
1
) is given in Figure 4.
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1P ,T
F3 ,F
asg1
1P1 ,EF ,F
 PUTTAKE
asg1 (x) = P1(x) = P1
TAKE
asg asg
P ,T
TAKE
asg asg
PP
2 P ,T3
2 2 3 3
 PUT  PUT
2 ,E
2F ,F
3 ,E
3(x) = P (x) = P3(x) = P2(x) = P2
Fig. 3. Flattening of Dining Philosophers (n = 3)
3 , FF 1
, FF
’’
’’
’’
1 2
P1 , T
, FF ’
3 , FF 1’ , F1’ 3 , FF 1’ 3
, FF ’
3
TAKE
(x) = Pasg
TAKE
(x) = Pasg
TAKE
1(x) = Pasg 1
3
(x) = Pasg(x) = Pasg1(x) = Pasg 1
1 2 1 , T ’P 1 2
,F F F ’2 P2 , T’ 2 P , T’
2 2 3 3
P1 , E 2P , E P , E
2 2 3 3
, FF
, FF
’’
’’
’’
2
P , T , FF 1
, FF
’’
’’
’’
2
P , T1 2
2
2
3
32
PUT PUT PUT
Fig. 4. Flattening of AHL-process p
1
: COURSE
1
! DIPHI (n = 3)
Now let us consider the AHL-occurrence net COURSE
1
for n = 3 with the
following set INIT of initial markings of the input places F 0
1
; F
0
2
and T 0
init
1
= f(F
3
; F
0
1
); (F
1
; F
0
2
); (P
1
; T
0
)g
init
2
= f(F
1
; F
0
1
); (F
2
; F
0
2
); (P
2
; T
0
)g
init
3
= f(F
2
; F
0
1
); (F
3
; F
0
2
); (P
3
; T
0
)g
.
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As shown in the flattening Flat(COURSE
1
) in Figure 3, COURSE
1
is en-
abled for all these initial markings, i.e. for each initial marking there is a complete
firing sequence of COURSE
1
where the transitions TAKE and PUT are fired
under the consistent assignments asg
1
; asg
2
and asg
3
respectively. Moreover, it is
easy to see from the flattening that COURSE is deadlock-free for all initial mark-
ings. Moreover, the three disjoint subnets of Flat(COURSE
1
) are unique instan-
tiations of COURSE
1
for the three initial markings respectively, where the net
structure of each subnet is isomorphic to that of COURSE
1
and the input places
correspond exactly to the initial markings.
Since the AHL-process p
1
: COURSE
1
! DIPHI has no concurrency, let is
now consider the process p
2
: COURSE
2
! DIPHI , where the AHL-occurrence
net COURSE
2
is given in Figure 5.
,
,
rs(x)
ls(x)
x
x
y
3 5
x
4
z
x
2
4
23
ls(x) rs(x)
ls(x)
x
x
y z x
F2
1
1
1E
PUT
x rs(x)
2
F’5 6
F’ T’ F’7 F’8
E’
9F’
F’10
T’
T’T’
2
PUT1
3
3
3PUT
x
6
T’1
F’ F’ T’
E’
F’
x
2COURSE
TAKE
ls(x)=y
rs(x)=z
TAKE
ls(x)=y
rs(x)=z
TAKE
ls(x)=y
rs(x)=z
x
x
y z
Fig. 5. AHL-occurrence net COURSE
2
COURSE
2
is a combination of three copies of COURSE
1
, where the first
two copies with transitions TAKE
1
,PUT
1
and TAKE
2
, PUT
2
are independent
subprocesses. The third subprocess with TAKE
3
,PUT
3
can only start after the
first two are finished, because the left fork of TAKE
3
is linked to the right fork
of PUT
1
and the right fork of TAKE
3
is linked to the left fork of PUT
2
. In the
case n = 3 there is no initial marking of COURSE
2
which is compatible with
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the initial marking of DIPHI , because COURSE
2
requires already 4 forks on
its input places. But in the case n = 4 (and similar for n > 4) we have 4 initial
markings for COURSE
2
, which are compatible with that of DIPHI such that
COURSE
2
is enabled. For the input places T
1
; T
2
; T
5
of COURSE
2
which are
mapped to THINK in DIPHI these initial markings of COURSE
2
are given by
init
1
= f(P
1
; T
0
1
); (P
3
; T
0
2
); (P
2
; T
0
5
); :::g
init
2
= f(P
3
; T
0
1
); (P
1
; T
0
2
); (P
4
; T
0
5
); :::g
init
3
= f(P
2
; T
0
1
); (P
4
; T
0
2
); (P
3
; T
0
5
); :::g
init
4
= f(P
4
; T
0
1
); (P
2
; T
0
2
); (P
1
; T
0
5
); :::g
The corresponding initial markings for the input places F 0
1
; F
0
2
; F
0
3
; F
0
4
ofCOURSE
2
have to be chosen such that we obtain consistent assignments for TAKE
1
and
TAKE
2
, e.g. init
1
= f(P
1
; T
0
1
); (P
3
; T
0
2
)(P
2
; T
0
5
)(F
4
; F
0
1
)(F
1
; F
0
2
)(F
2
; F
0
3
)(F
3
; F
0
4
)g.
The flattening Flat(COURSE
2
) consists of 19  4 = 76 places and 6  4 = 24
transitions. In fact, there are exactly the four unique instantiations of COURSE
2
corresponding to the initial markings init
1
; ::; init
4
. The nice properties of the
AHL-processes p
1
: COURSE
1
! DIPHI and p
2
: COURSE
2
! DIPHI
are mainly due to the fact that the AHL-netsDIPHI;COURSE
1
andCOURSE
2
have functional assignments. This means that even for different consistent assign-
ments the data on the output places of a transition are functional dependents on the
data of the input places.
Example 2.2 Increase of Grades
In the following we consider a simple AHL-net, which in contrast to the AHL-
net DIPHI does not have functional assignments. This means that for given data
on the input places of a transition we may have different consistent assignments
which match the input data, but lead to different data of the output places. In our
AHL-net INCREASE shown in the right of Figure 6,
p p
t1
x<y
p
1
t
x<y 2
DOUBLE INCREASE
2
0
qx  x  y  y p
x
y
t
x<y
INCREASE
Fig. 6. AHL-process q : DOUBLE INCREASE! INCREASE
we model a system which in each firing step increases the data value on a
place p, considered as grade, by one or more grades within a given range. For
this purpose let grades be an algebraic specification with a strict order relation
< for sort grades and we assume to have a grades algebra (A;<) with A =
f0; ::; ng and 0 < 1 < ::n. In the case n = 3 and given grade 0 on p we have
three consistent assignments asg
i
with asg
i
(x) = 0 and asg
1
(y) = 1, asg
2
(y) =
2, asg
3
(y) = 3, which is a typical case of non-functional assignments. Now
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the idea of the AHL-process in Figure 6 is to model a process of the AHL-net
INCREASE, where the grades are increased exactly twice. In order to anal-
yse this process with the AHL-occurrence net DOUBLE INCREASE we first
construct the flattening Flat(DOUBLE INCREASE) in Figure 7. Although
DOUBLE INCREASE is an AHL-occurrence netFlat(DOUBLE INCREASE)
is not at all a low-level occurrence net. In fact, we have forward conflicts at the
places (0; p
0
); (1; p
0
); (0; p
1
) and (1; p
1
) as well as backward conflicts at the places
(2; p
1
); (3; p
1
); (2; p
2
) and (3; p
2
) due to different consistent assignments for the
same transition in DOUBLE INCREASE. For this reason we say that DOUBLE-
INCREASE has forward assignment conflicts at places p
0
and p
1
and backward
assignment conflicts at places p
1
and p
2
.
t , asg1t , asg1t , asg1t1 1 3
0, p
4 6
1 1
1
3
0, p
4 5 6
1, p 2, p 3, p2 2 2 2
1t , asg , asgt 2 , asg
1, p
2
1 2 3 2 3 3
0 00x
y
2 2 2 2 2 2
5
1
2, p 3, p1 1
0, p0
1asg asg asg2 3 4asg asg asg5 6
1
1
01, p 0 02, p 3, p
t , asg , asgt 2 , asgt , asgt , asgt , asgt
Fig. 7. Flattening of AHL-occurrence net DOUBLE INCREASE (n = 3)
Now let us analyse the AHL-occurrence net DOUBLE INCREASE for all
possible initial markings init
i
= f(i; p
0
)g (i = 0; ::3) of the input place p
0
. As can
be seen from Figure 7 the net DOUBLE INCREASE is enabled for init
0
with
three different instantiations given by the following paths:
L
1
(init
0
) from (0; p
0
) via (t
1
; asg
1
) and (t
2
; asg
4
) to (2; p
2
),
L
2
(init
0
) from (0; p
0
) via (t
1
; asg
1
) and (t
2
; asg
5
) to (3; p
2
) and
L
3
(init
0
) from (0; p
0
) via (t
1
; asg
2
) and (t
2
; asg
6
) to (3; p
2
):
Moreover, DOUBLE INCREASE is enabled for init
1
with unique instan-
tiation path L(init
1
) from (1; p
0
) via (t
1
; asg
4
) and (t
2
; asg
6
) to (3; p
2
), but it
is not enabled for init
2
and init
3
. For all initial markings we have deadlocks.
This is also true for init
1
with unique instantiation L(init
1
). In fact, we have
10
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the firing sequence from (1; p
0
) via (t
1
; asg
5
) leading to the deadlock (3; p
1
), be-
cause the sequence cannot be completed by firing transition t
2
. Finally let us note
that there are several places and transitions in Flat(DOUBLE INCREASE)
which are not forward reachable from the input place p
0
or backward reachable
from the output place p
2
of DOUBLE INCREASE. This means that DOU-
BLE INCREASE is not flat reachable, in contrast to the AHL-occurrence nets
COURSE
1
and COURSE
2
in the previous example.
3 Overview of Main Results
In this section we give a more detailed but not fully formal presentation of the four
main results mentioned in the introduction. These main results together with sev-
eral other ones are presented with formal definitions and full proofs in our technical
report [3].
According to our paper [5] an AHL-process p : K ! N consists of an algebraic
high-level (AHL) net N , an AHL-occurrence net K and an AHL-net morphism p
from K to N . An AHL-occurrence net K is an AHL-net K where the net structure
is an occurrence net in the sense of low-level nets.
An AHL-occurrence net K is called enabled for an initial marking init of the
input places of K if there is a complete firing sequence s : init !  starting with
init. Completeness of s means that each transition in K is fired exactly once. We
assume that the number of transitions of all nets is finite or at most countably in-
finite. In the second case each complete firing sequence is infinite. In both cases
complete firing sequences are sequential, while the concept of instantiation takes
care of the concurrency aspects. A low-level occurrence net L is called instantia-
tion of (K; init) if it is a subnet of the flattening Flat(K) of K such that the net
structures of L and K are equal and init is the set of all input places of L. Figure
4 shows three different instantiations of the AHL-occurrence net COURSE
1
cor-
responding to the three different initial markings of COURSE
1
in example 2.1. In
this special case COURSE
1
and all its instantiations are sequential, i.e. they don’t
have independent transitions which can be fired concurrently. This, however, is dif-
ferent for the AHL-occurrence net COURSE
2
, where - for example - TAKE
1
and
TAKE
2
are independent in each instantiation of the instantiations of COURSE
2
corresponding to the four initial markings.
The following first main result shows that an AHL-occurrence net is enabled if
and only if it has an instantiation. But this does not mean that there is a bijective
correspondence between complete firing sequences and instantiations. In fact, each
instantiation corresponds to a set of equivalent complete firing sequences in K ,
where equivalence is defined by commuting independent firing steps.
Theorem 3.1 Relationship between Enabelings and Instantiations
An AHL-occurrence net K is enabled for an initial marking init of K if and
only if K has an instantiation L for init. Each instantiation L for init however,
corresponds to a set of equivalent complete firing sequences s : init!  in K .
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The second main result shows which properties for the behavior of low-level
occurrence nets are still valid in the high-level case. One main difference is the
fact that each low-level occurrence net is always enabled for the initial marking
of the input places while this is not necessarily true in the high-level case (see
example 2.2). But if we assume that an AHL-occurrence net is enabled, then we
have according to theorem 3.1 an instantiationL ofK which allows to show several
of the properties of low-level occurrence nets also in the high-level case.
Theorem 3.2 Firing Sequences of AHL-Occurrence Nets
Assume that an AHL-occurrence net K is enabled for an initial marking init
then
(i) K is concurrently enabled for init, i.e. for each total order of the transitions of
K which is compatible with the causal relation ofK there is a complete firing
sequence s : init !  in K taking into account the given total order.
(ii) Moreover, if s : init !  is any complete firing sequence of K then
(iii) The sequence s uniquely covers K, i.e. each place and each transition of K
are visited by s exactly once.
(iv) The sequence s is compatible with the causal relation i.e. the total order of
transitions in s in compatible with the causal relation of K .
(v) If K is finite the sequence s is terminating, i.e. for s : init ! m the final
marking m is a marking of exactly all output places ofK . IfK is infinite then
the sequence s is approximating a marking of all output places of K .
This second main result leaves it open under which conditions an AHL-occurrence
netK is enabled and the marking of the output places for a complete firing sequence
is unique. Moreover. we still may have deadlocks, i.e. incomplete firing sequences
in K which cannot be extended. In example 2.2 we have seen corresponding ex-
amples. The third main result presents sufficient conditions to ensure existence
and uniqueness of instantiations and deadlock-freeness. By theorem 3.1 the exis-
tence of instantiations is equivalent to enabledness. Uniqueness of instantiations
means that there is at most one instantiation L of K for each initial marking init
(see examples COURSE
1
and COURSE
2
in 2.1). In this case all complete firing
sequences s : init !  lead to the same marking of the output places. For our
third main result we have to introduce the notions of functional, redundant and full
assignments.
An AHL-occurrence net has functional assignments, if for each transition and
for different consistent assignment the data of the output places of the transition
are functional dependent on the data of the input places. The nets COURSE
1
and COURSE
2
in example 2.1 have functional assignments, in contrast to the net
DOUBLE INCREASE in example 2.2. We say that an AHL-net has redundant
assignments, if there are different consistent assignments for the same transition
leading to exactly the same data on the input and output places of this transition.
All our nets in examples 2.1 and 2.2 do not have redundant assignments. However,
the following transition
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p t q|x| |x| + 1
has redundant assignments asg
1
(x) = 1 and asg
2
(x) =  1. Finally we say
that an AHL-occurrence net has full assignments, if for each transition and each
choice of the data on the input places there is at least on consistent assignment
matching this choice of data. The transitions PUT of COURSE
1
as well as
PUT
1
; PUT
2
; PUT
3
of COURSE
2
in example 2.1 have full assignments, but not
the transitionTAKE ofCOURSE
1
, nor the transitions TAKE
1
; TAKE
2
; TAKE
3
of COURSE
2
. Also the transitions t
1
and t
2
of DOUBLE INCREASE in ex-
ample 2.2 do not have full assignments, because for grade 3 on p
0
and p
1
there are
no consistent assignments for t
1
and t
2
.
Theorem 3.3 Sufficient Conditions for Behavior Properties
Let K be an AHL-occurrence net
(i) IfK has full assignments, thenK is enabled and deadlock-free for each initial
marking init.
(ii) If K has functional and no redundant assignments and is enabled for some
initial marking init, then K has a unique instantiation and is deadlock-free
for init.
The first part of the theorem cannot be applied to our examples 2.1 and 2.2.
However, the first part can be applied to example 2.2, if we replace the finite set
A = f0; ::; ng by the infinite set A = IN . The second part can be applied to
example 2.1, but not to 2.2.
In the last main result we want to characterize under which conditions a high-
level occurrence net K with a set INIT of initial markings has a unique instan-
tiation L(init) for each init 2 INIT , which represent all possible markings and
firing steps in a unique way.
More precisely we want to decompose the flattening Flat(K) of K uniquely
such that it becomes the disjoint union of all unique instantiationsL(init) for init 2
INIT . Such a decomposition is given for the nets COURSE
1
and COURSE
2
in
example 2.1, but not at all for DOUBLE INCREASE in example 2.2. We need
to explain two conditions for this purpose: an AHL-occurrence net K has an as-
signment conflict, if the flattening Flat(K) has a forward or backward conflict for
the same transition in K with different consistent assignments (see example 2.2).
On the other hand, (K; INIT ) is called flat-reachable if each item of Flat(K) is
visited by at least one complete firing sequence s : init !  with init 2 INIT .
The AHL-occurrence nets COURSE
1
and COURSE
2
in example 2.1 have no
assignment conflicts and they are flat-reachable for the corresponding initial mark-
ings. The net DOUBLE INCREASE in example 2.2 on the other hand has
assignment conflicts and is not flat-reachable.
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Theorem 3.4 Characterization of AHL-Occurrence Nets by Instantiations
Given an AHL-occurrence net K with initial markings INIT where K has no
isolated places and no autonomous transitions, i.e. the predomain of each transi-
tion is nonempty.
Then the following conditions (i)-(iii)
(i) K is enabled for each init 2 INIT
(ii) (K; INIT ) is flat-reachable
(iii) K has no assignment conflicts
are necessary and sufficient for the following properties (iv)-(vi)
(iv) (K; INIT ) has a unique instantiation L(init) for each init 2 INIT
(v) The instantiations L(init) for init 2 INIT are pairwise disjoint
(vi) Flat(K) is the (disjoint) union of all L(init) for all init 2 INIT .
As pointed out already all the conditions and requirements of this theorem are
satisfied for the AHL-occurrence nets COURSE
1
and COURSE
2
in example 2.1
in contrast to the AHL-occurrence net DOUBLE INCREASE in example 2.2.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have continued the discussion of high-level net processes which
was started in our paper [5]. The main idea is to have a concept of high-level net
processes which captures both the data processing and the concurrency aspects of
processes. For this purpose we have introduced high-level occurrence nets, which,
on one hand, are algebraic high-level nets and on the other hand the net structure
is exactly that of low-level occurrence nets, i.e. unitarity, conflict freeness and
acyclicity. In our paper [5] we have motivated this kind of high-level occurrence
nets and processes and studied the effect of assignment conflicts, which lead to
conflicts in the flattening of high-level occurrence nets. In this paper we have stud-
ied the behavior and instantiation of high-level net processes and have given an
overview of four main results which can be considered as a summary of all the
results in our technical report [3].
Moreover, we are confident that these results can also be generalized to high-
level processes of other kinds of graph and net based specification techniques. In
fact, the concept of processes has been extended from low-level Petri nets to graph
transformation systems already in the literature (see [1]). This seems to be a good
starting point to extend also high-level processes from high-level Petri nets to the
high-level case of graph transformation systems, like various kinds of attributed
graph transformation systems.
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